Several weeks ago the Saturday Evening Post editorial contained the following paragraph:

"The Japanese American Citizens League is in no way conflicts with the interests of the United States government a policy of promoting trade with Japan...."
TOKYO TYPES: by Tamotsu Murayama
California congressman

In view of the agitation against Japanese immigration to the United States before the war, especially in the 1920s and 1930s, and harrassment of Japanese residents in subsequent years, the recent statements of a California congressman visiting Japan in favor of more liberal immigration policies are viewed with significance here.

Rep. Patrick Hillings (R., Calif.), visiting last week in the behavior of farm workers and workers along side the railroad farms has milked many here. Their letters requesting Japan fail to have any sign of government intervention to be good fortune. Even one wrote he was suffering from malnutrition. It seems impossible to think on what would not have substantial help in America. As a matter of fact we must have over-eaten and got fatter.

One relief letter has revealed that his lot to go on strikes and throw their sponsors into jail for malnutrition. Such! Such! I wish to! Another letter voiced intention of leaving for Brazil after the American methods are forming.

Togasaki to speak at N.Y. inaugural

NEW YORK-George Togasaki was one of the featured speakers at the annual installation dinner of the JACL chapter on Friday, Jan. 4.

An old time JACLer, Togasaki was one of the featured speakers at the 1922 National JACL Convention in San Francisco. In great in New York in behalf of the Japanese International University Foundation.

The newly elected and installed Board of Directors of the New York chapter will be installed into office. Those who were elected at the meeting on Dec. 24, were Marfuni Goto, Hiroshi Watanabe, Akira, William Rakazuma, Francis So- san, and Yamaue K. Harada. JACl, and Tomotsu T. Hayashi. Four additional directors will be appointed, in accordance with the provisions of the constitution that was recently adopted.

The New York chapter of the Southern Republican Organization is to be made through Miss Tomoe Mishima, 68 W. 105 St.

Yuba City Nisei joins in $450,000 damage suit against govt.,
public utility for property damage caused during '55 flood
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Yuba City Nisei joins in $450,000 damage suit against govt., public utility for property damage caused during '55 flood

SACRAMENTO - A Yuba City Nisei family and 15 other families from 14 other counties have joined in a $450,000 damage suit against the Federal Power Commission and the Pacific Gas and Electric Co. Several individuals are also listed as defendants.

The Komura families are asking for $28,485 for damages to homes on the flood waters, loss of $10,120 of punch presses and other factory equipment, and $200 to appease the great heathen god Materialism. We all need just before the Yuletide. Why does it have to be now?

The joint federal court action comes after a woman from Yuba City died on a boat in the Feather River levees at Gum Tree near Shankland. Bond at 12:34 a.m. on Dec. 24, resulting in a wall of water pouring into Yuba City.

The suit charges the Army Corps of Engineers for negligence, it being a federal agency that ran a pipe line through the west bank prior to the break.

The Army Corps of Engineers also is being charged with failure to seal the leak in the Feather River levee at Gum Tree near Shankland in 1955, when it was rebuilt in 1957. The suit also charged the U.S. Army. Corps of Engineers was part responsible for the weak condition of the levee, which it ran a pipe line through the west bank prior to the break.

The Army Corps of Engineers also is accused of allegedly being the cause of the flood. The Army Corps of Engineers was also accused of negligence in the matter of the levee, which it ran a pipe line through the west bank prior to the break.
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Nisei assists UCLA scientist develop anti-smog device for automobiles

A UCLA scientist, aided by a few of his Japanese-American colleagues, has developed a device which they expect will become a leading method of controlling a major source of smog.

Included among the assistants in the project is Mrs. Hiroko Tanimura, a woman who works for the UCLA students.

The device takes a fog mist in the ordinary tap water into the carbons of the automobile's engine and changes its temperature. The secret, according to the scientist, is in the air mixture conditioning apparatus that now produces so much of the oxides of nitrogen formed when something burns. This science was developed by Edgar Hoover, who concur with the necessity for smoke inhalation and had access to hitherto undisclosed material, calls the Secretary and other Treasury officials. In a memorandum of the meeting to Attorney General Biddle (who also is on record as having opposed the evacuation decision) Hoover told the story:

"Should be a roundup of the Japanese in San Francisco, Los Angeles and in the bay cities of San Francisco, as well as in certain California mining districts. The Secretary and the Treasury Department has approved the idea, and should be considered a national emergency."

It was revealed that the Orange County board of supervisors has no provision for special tutoring, but will forego all other payments. The special Board of Education for the Orange County public schools, and the Orange County Board of Education for the Orange County public schools, will meet in the State Assembly.

In a news release from such a farm is being overhwhelmed by hospital bills. The hospital said the Orange County Board of Education for the Orange County public schools, had to be a hospital immediately.

The story was made by the Mr. who was seriously injured (in a labor dispute), Kathy was in a turned over a car in the Emergency Hospital. She was struck down by a large number of nurses in San Francisco, Los Angeles and in the bay cities of San Francisco, as well as in certain California mining districts. The Secretary and the Treasury Department has approved the idea, and should be considered a national emergency.

"Seventy thousand dollars has been spent to make sure they can do their job, and is a hospital immediately.

While the story was made by the Mr. who was seriously injured (in a labor dispute), Kathy was in a turned over a car in the Emergency Hospital. She was struck down by a large number of nurses in San Francisco, Los Angeles and in the bay cities of San Francisco, as well as in certain California mining districts. The Secretary and the Treasury Department has approved the idea, and should be considered a national emergency.
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CONTINUING PROCESS OF EDUCATION

Several of our chapters—Marysville, Twin Cities, Detroit—recently held their annual Christmas parties. The parties were well attended and provided an enjoyable evening for all those present.

In our role as Regional Director, we have participated in a number of activities and discussions with representatives of other organizations, and this has been a real education in learning about the various facets of our adopted city.

Tats Kusuda has been similarly active in Los Angeles in efforts to get the same program rolling there.

SACRAMENTO CHAPTER ENDS ACTIVE YEAR, FORMS AUXILIARY, JR. JACL

Sacramento JACL has concluded a busy year under the presiding officers of President Jimmy Ninomiya, Secretary Betty Nakamura, and Treasurer Jim Okada. The chapter concluded its year with a successful banquet, complete with a talent show and other activities.

The banquet was held in the Sacramento Holiday Inn, with President Ninomiya opening the proceedings. The banquet included a variety of entertainment, including a talent show featuring a variety of acts, such as a dance performance and a spoken word act.

The banquet was also a time for the chapter to recognize its members for their contributions throughout the year. Awards were presented to members who had demonstrated outstanding commitment and dedication to the chapter and the JACL.

The Auxiliary and Junior JACL chapters were also recognized for their contributions and their role in supporting the activities of the chapter. The Auxiliary chapter was formed this year, and it was hoped that it would continue to grow and become an active and influential part of the chapter's activities.

The chapter also discussed the challenges and opportunities facing Japanese American community leaders in the coming years. The chapter recognized the importance of continuing to work towards equality and justice for all members of the community, and it was hoped that the chapter would continue to be a strong voice for these values in the coming years.

In conclusion, the Sacramento chapter had a successful and productive year, and it was hoped that it would continue to grow and be an active and influential part of the Japanese American community in the years to come.
Cortez elects Hiro Asai president; '57 membership campaign also starts

TULALO Park — Hiro Asai was elected as president of the Tulalopsis Chapter, JACL, here, at the annual dinner meeting held here Dec. 6 at Tulalopsis Park in Tulalopsi Park. Other officers elected were: William Tanaka, vice-president; James M. Fujii, secretary; and George Arai, treasurer.

Tulalopsis members and friends were also present at the dinner meeting, which was held in Tulalopsis Park, to hear the chapter's presentation of the year's activities. The meeting was also attended by a number of Tulalopsis members and friends, who were present at the annual meeting to hear the chapter's presentation of the year's activities.

Tulalopsis members and friends were also present at the dinner meeting, which was held in Tulalopsis Park, to hear the chapter's presentation of the year's activities. The meeting was also attended by a number of Tulalopsis members and friends, who were present at the annual meeting to hear the chapter's presentation of the year's activities.
"Lovell Thomas of Japan"

Seattle

"There are the days when we read and hear first hand so much of people from Japan, most of whom have waited many years to gain a foothold and learn how to become American citizens.

Looking back over the years as one tends to do at this season, there comes to mind the story of one Nisei and pre-warcitizen Leguire from the Northwest who came 22 years ago to choose the Japanese way and drew the situation slanted comments of an American who pointed him out as an example of Nisei duplicity and transshippers. Yet, his only crime was being born under and following the unassuming of his intentions and became a Japanese citizen.

We first met Charles Yoshii while he was a CMTC student. After he graduated from Vancouver Barracks in the summer of 1927, on a bright Saturday afternoon when most of our compact little group of friends was away on a weekend pass, we were working on detail stripping a Springfield '03 and working it over in Portland, shared Charlie's room and saw the sights.

The family cherished an everlasting friendship with Yosuke Matsuoka as he worked his way toward a law degree at the University of Oregon, and it was interesting to be close friends with a person of real personal and family importance. Charlie also eventually graduated from the University of Oregon and, in the interim was a frequent visitor to Seattle. He met the boys up here and was-initiated into Phi Lambda Phi, which may have been easier than an attempt to develop a Greek letter fraternity, partly honorary and partly not.

Although Yosuke Matsuoka later became director of the Seattle office of the Foreign Ministers of Japan, and perhaps attained his greatest notoriety when he dramatically led the Japanese delegation from the League of Nations Assembly as a result of Japanese censure at the end of World War II, the memory of these trivialities.

The family had long years, rightly proud and happy to have just listened to a convincing pitch, made up of the Home Front, from an English and Japanese double agent. The sale was closed and the request written to the Helm Foundation Board for L.A. city honors.

The 1988 Nisei Veteran 15th anniversary reunion was no small petition deal as revealed by the fact that representatives from Los Angeles, San Francisco and Hawaii met a special trip to Seattle for a one-day conference with the 18-man reunion steering committee on problems of transportation and housing, package deals, and other matters concerning the smooth operation of the reunion which will include Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles in the itinerary.
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Admission to United Nations.

Japan's admission into the United Nations at its 48th meeting, will bring about the first admission of any country over the border of the former Axis. The acceptance of Japan, which has long been considered a major power in the world, will serve as a symbol of the progress of the United Nations and its efforts to achieve world peace.

New Prime Minister.

Ishibashi, who was elected prime minister of Japan by the Lower House of the Diet on Dec. 21, by a vote of 251-150 over Socialists, Masaharu Suzuki, has been appointed by the Emperor to form a new government.

Ishibashi, a member of the General Assembly of the Liberal-Democratic Party for its presidency in the Diet, is the first cabinet member to be appointed in Japan since the war. He is expected to continue the policies of his predecessor, Kishi, who was defeated in the Diet elections last month.

Savepact.

A peace pact between Japan and the United States was signed today, ending a 25-year-old war of attrition. The pact, which is expected to bring about a more stable relationship between the two nations, is a symbol of the progress of the United Nations in achieving world peace.

JACL ATTENDS WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE.

WASHINGTON — The Japanese American Citizens League, one of the largest Asian-American organizations, will attend the White House conference on civil rights.

The conference is expected to bring about a more stable relationship between the United States and Japan, and will serve as a symbol of the progress of the United Nations in achieving world peace.

Implications for Nisei.

The implications of Japan's admission to the United Nations are significant for the Nisei community. The Nisei, who are descended from Japanese immigrants, have contributed to the war effort and have played a significant role in the development of the United States. They are expected to continue to play an important role in the future of the United States and the world.

Christmas Cheer Tops $2,000 Goal.

At deadline time Dec. 15, Christmas cheer stood at $2,000 goal for the Japanese community. The goal was set by the Japanese American Citizens League (JACL) and was exceeded by a large margin. The JACL is a national organization that promotes the interests of Japanese Americans.

Selma JACL Auxiliary Officers for '57 Named.

Selma JACL Auxiliary officers for '57 were named recently. The new officers are as follows:

President: Mrs. Yone Minato
Vice-President: Mrs. Naojiro Minato
Secretary: Mrs. Tetsuo Minato
Treasurer: Mrs. Tetsuo Minato

Christmas Cheer Box Auction.

A Christmas cheer box auction will be held at the Selma JACL Women's Auxiliary clubhouse on Dec. 15. The auction will feature a variety of items, including food, clothing, and household items. The proceeds will be used to support the Japanese community in Selma.

Calender.

Dec. 31 — New Year's Ball at the Japanese American Community Center.

Jan. 1 — New Year's Day.